In this paper we develop the first estimator of the covariance matrix that relies solely on forward-looking information. This estimator only uses price information from a cross-section of plain-vanilla options. In an out-of-sample study for US blue-chip stocks we show that a minimum-variance strategy based on this fully implied estimator consistently outperforms a wide range of benchmark strategies, including strategies based on historical estimates, index investing, and investing according to the 1/N rule. The outperformance is strong in periods of high information asymmetry, whereas in quiet periods all strategies lead to similar results. The outperformance can only be reached using a fully implied approach; partially implied approaches that combine implied moments with historical ones might even perform worse than purely historical approaches.
Introduction
Selecting an optimal portfolio is a classical problem in finance. Although the solution for the mean-variance investor is well known since the seminal work by Markowitz (1952) , implementation remains a challenging task. Generally, estimation errors make a simple implementation based on historical sample moments very unstable (see, for example, Best and Grauer (1991) , Chopra and Ziemba (1993) , and Michaud (1989) ), and specifically, expected returns have proved hard to estimate (see Merton (1980) ). Facing these implementation limitations, researchers are paying growing attention to the global minimum variance portfolio (GMVP), the only efficient portfolio that doesn't depend on expected returns. The GMVP often leads to a better out-of-sample performance than a mean-variance optimized portfolio (see, for example, Ledoit and Wolf (2003) and Jagannathan and Ma (2003) ).
Despite the attractiveness of the GMVP, an estimation risk with respect to the covariance matrix still remains, and several recent papers have suggested ways to reduce estimation errors. For example, Ledoit and Wolf (2004) impose restrictions on the covariance matrix, whereas Jagannathan and Ma (2003) as well as DeMiguel, Garlappi, Nogales, and Uppal (2009) put restrictions on the portfolio weights. Despite all the progress that has been made, a recent study by concludes that " there are still many miles to go before the gains promised by optimal portfolio selection can actually be realized out of sample." Specifically, base their conclusion on the finding that the GMVP is unable to beat simple benchmark strategies like investing in an equally weighted portfolio (1/N-strategy).
Echoing these concerns and the limitations raised by previous research, we suggest a new approach to estimate the covariance matrix and show that the GMVP based on these estimates is able to beat the 1/N-strategy and other benchmark strategies in an out-of-sample test. The core idea of our new approach is to rely solely on current option prices when estimating the covariance matrix instead of using historical return information. Since option prices reflect the expectations of market participants about risk, our approach -unlike the backward-looking approaches used so far -is inherently forward-looking.
Our paper makes two major contributions to the literature. First, we develop a new es-1 timator of the covariance matrix that uses exclusively forward-looking information from a cross-section of option prices. This estimator requires implied volatilities as well as implied correlations. While implied volatilities can be easily derived from plain-vanilla options, implied correlations cannot be derived in a similar way since cross-correlation derivatives, like exchange options and quantos, are usually not available.
1 Therefore, we suggest a different route by developing a model which allows us to derive implied correlations from a cross-section of plain-vanilla options.
Our second main contribution is to show that the GMVP based on the implied estimates of the covariance performs extremely well in an out-of-sample study for the US stock market.
In particular, we obtain the following main empirical results: (i) The implied approach consistently beats all the benchmark strategies: GMVP based on historical estimates of the covariance matrix, 1/N-strategy, and index investments.
(ii) This result is robust and holds with and without short sales restrictions, with portfolios being rebalanced at different frequencies, and with transactions costs taken into account. (iii) The superiority of the implied approach is mostly pronounced in crisis periods, while in quiet periods all strategies lead to similar results. (iv) The implied approach is superior only if implied variances and implied covariances are used at the same time. A partially implied approach that combines implied moments with historical ones can lead to even worse results than the exclusive use of historical moments.
Our paper relates to two strands of literature. First, we extend the scarce literature on implied estimation of covariances. Buss and Vilkov (2010) use cross-sectional information from option prices combined with time series information to estimate correlations. Thus, in contrast to our paper, their approach is not a fully implied one. Chang, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vainberg (2011) develop a beta estimator based on implied skewness that could be combined with an implied index variance to obtain fully implied covariances. However, positive definiteness of the resulting covariance matrix is not guaranteed. 2 In contrast, our estimator leads to a positive definite matrix by construction, which is essential for an application to portfolio 1 Siegel (1995) suggests the use of cross-correlation derivatives to estimate implied betas. Campa and Chang (1998) and Walter and Lopez (2000) analyze the predictive power of implied correlations based on cross-correlation derivatives.
2 We provide empirical evidence in Subsection III 3.3 that the problem is severe.
problems.
The second related strand of literature consists of the few papers that have used forwardlooking information from option prices to solve portfolio problems. Kostakis, Panigirtzoglou, and Skiadopoulos (2011) show that implied distributions can be useful to solve the problem of how to allocate wealth between a market index and a risk-free asset. However, in this problem, correlations do not matter and Kostakis, Panigirtzoglou, and Skiadopoulos (2011) consequently make no attempt to estimate implied correlations. The same holds for the portfolio allocation problem studied by Jabbour, Peña, Vera, and Zuluaga (2008) , who seek to find a portfolio's worst case Conditional Value-at-Risk. Aït-Sahalia and Brandt (2008) study the dynamic consumption and portfolio choice problem of an investor who can invest in the stock market, the bond market, and in a risk-free asset. They characterize the properties of consumption and portfolio rules using implied marginal distributions. Since they do not derive the joint implied distribution, they have to estimate the correlation between the bond and stock market from historical returns. DeMiguel, Plyakha, Uppal, and Vilkov (2010) analyze the portfolio selection problem among a set of stocks and provide evidence on minimum-variance portfolios, but they either combine implied variances with historical correlations or historical variances with partially implied correlations derived as in Buss and Vilkov (2010) . Thus, DeMiguel, Plyakha, Uppal, and Vilkov (2010) do not consider a fully implied approach. This is the main difference of our paper, which is the first that presents and tests a fully implied approach to find the GMVP.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we develop our fully implied estimator of the covariance matrix. In Section 3 we present our empirical study. Section 4 concludes.
A Fully Implied Covariance Estimator
To derive implied covariances from a cross-section of plain-vanilla options, we have to make two main assumptions. First, we assume that asset returns follow a generalized version of 3 the Sharpe (1963) market model with time-varying coefficients:
R it and R mt denote the returns of the ith asset and the market, respectively. it is a zero mean idiosyncratic error term with positive variance that is independent of the market return. In addition, it and jt are independent for all i = j. α it and β it are model coefficients. The index t indicates that these coefficients can be time-varying. In the market model the return covariances depend only on the beta coefficients and the variance of the market return:
Since the variance of the market return can be implied from traded index options, we are left with the problem of identifying betas from the prices of plain-vanilla options written on the individual assets. To solve this problem, we have to make our second assumption, a crosssectional restriction on one moment of the return distribution. We choose the second moment and assume that the same proportion c t of total variance is systematic for all assets. Note that the proportion c t can vary over time. Under this assumption, β 2 it V ar(R mt ) = c t V ar(R it ) and V ar( it ) = (1 − c t )V ar(R it ) with 0 ≤ c t < 1, i.e., stocks with a higher total variance have both a higher beta and a higher idiosyncratic variance. This assumption fits well with empirical evidence well known since Fama and MacBeth (1973) . Our cross-sectional restriction guarantees that the covariance matrix is positive definite. The return variance of the ith asset equals
Solving for β it leads to
Since the market beta equals one, we can use the weights w itm of the different assets i = 4 1, . . . , N in the market portfolio to identify the parameter c t :
Substitution of c t from equation (5) into equation (4) and substitution of the resulting betas into equation (2) finally leads to
Equation (6) Options provide moments under the risk-neutral measure, whereas portfolio selection requires moments under the physical measure. However, we make no attempt to risk-adjust implied moments in our study. Rubinstein (1994) [ Insert Table 1 about here ] Table 1 shows that excess returns of stocks included over the whole period range from -4.8% to 9.5% p.a. and volatilities from 20% to 40%. The Dow Jones Index itself has an excess return of 1%. The index volatility is 17.7%, providing evidence for potential diversification benefits.
To estimate the covariance matrix we use model-free implied moments, i.e., we do not rely on a particular valuation model. The idea goes back to the seminal paper by Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) , who show that the whole risk-neutral return distribution can be recovered from option prices if a continuum of strike prices is available. 5 We apply the approach of Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) to derive model-free implied variances which we then put into equation (6) to obtain implied covariance estimates. As our data source we use the volatility surfaces provided by IvyDB. They deliver Black-Scholes implied volatilities for a variety of strike prices and maturity buckets. These surfaces are available for all individual stocks and the Dow Jones Index.
When implementing our trading strategy, we use a monthly rebalancing frequency for the portfolio in the base case. We choose the first trading day after the expiration day of options contracts at CBOE since liquid options with a time to maturity of about 30 days exist then.
For this maturity bucket, we select all out-of-the-money put and call options and fit a cubic spline to obtain a smooth volatility curve for each stock and the index. 6 Outside the available range of strike prices, we assume that the volatility curve is flat. Then, we select 1000 equally spaced strike prices on the interval [0.003
, where S i denotes the current spot price of the ith asset. For these 1000 strike prices we convert back the implied volatilities into
European option prices via the Black-Scholes formula. To do so, we use the matching spot prices and the risk-free interest rates provided by IvyDB. Based on these option prices we calculate the model-free implied moments following Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003) .
For every month in the out-of-sample period, we set up GMVPs which differ in the way the covariance matrices are estimated. The first GMVP strategy is based on fully implied estimates of the covariance matrix (Implied). Another two GMVP strategies serve as historical benchmarks. The first one uses daily returns of the preceding 60 days to estimate the covariance matrix (Hist 60D). The second strategy uses monthly returns of the preceding 60 months (Hist 60M). Since both strategies employ the same number of observations, they allow us to look at the consequences of using more or less recent information. A natural hypothesis is that the Hist 60D strategy performs more like the implied one, which is based on current market information only. As further benchmarks, we consider three passive strategies for which no estimates are needed. The first one follows the construction of the Dow Jones Industrial Average and uses a price weighting of the 30 stocks (Pass DJ). The second strategy uses a capital weighting (Pass CW) and the third gives equal weights to all stocks (Pass 1/N).
For each strategy and every month in our out-of-sample period we calculate the excess logreturn and the realized volatility. Realized volatility is calculated as the volatility of the daily returns within the particular month.
Main Results

3.2.1
The Unrestricted GMVP and the Role of Short-sales Constraints Table 2 shows the average realized volatilities (σ) and average realized excess returns (R) of the different portfolio strategies. For ease of interpretation, annualized values are provided.
The p-values in brackets refer to tests of significant differences between the implied strategy and the five benchmark strategies.
When looking at the unrestricted GMVP (Short Sales Allowed) we see that the implied strategy has a volatility of 16.5%. This value is clearly smaller than the ones obtained from the benchmark strategies. The differences in volatility are statistically significant at least at a five percent level. Since no statistically significant difference exists for mean returns, the implied strategy beats all benchmark strategies with respect to the risk-return trade off.
Interestingly, the historical strategies do not outperform the passive ones in terms of volatility reduction. Therefore, variance minimization based on historical covariance matrices would be less attractive out of sample, which is in line with previous findings in DeMiguel, Garlappi, and Uppal (2009).
[ Insert Table 2 about here ]
It is well documented that short-sales constraints often improve the out-of-sample performance of portfolio strategies based on historical parameter estimates since they prevent extreme stock positions. 7 This happens in our sample as well. The volatilities decline from 19.1% to 14.9% (Hist 60D) and from 20% to 15.7% (Hist 60M) when short-sales restrictions are introduced. Nevertheless, the implied estimator remains superior. With respect to average returns, there is still no significant difference between any of the strategies.
7 See, for example, Frost and Savarino (1988) , Grauer and Shen (2000) , and Jagannathan and Ma (2003) . 8
The Effects of Crisis
Implied moments are derived from current option prices and are not based on historical information. Therefore, one expects the implied strategy to perform particularly well in crisis periods for two reasons. First, the information flow is high in crisis periods. This could make historical information less valuable leading to superiority of the implied approach, which relies solely on current data. Second, informed investors can better exploit their private information in options markets than in spot markets. 8 Therefore, one expects to see a higher fraction of informed investors in the options market during periods of high information asymmetry. This would make option prices particular informative, again suggesting that the implied strategy performs particularly well in crisis periods. In quiet market periods, however, when no major events occur and the information asymmetry is low, implied moments might not have a big advantage over historical ones. We test these hypotheses now. In doing so, we concentrate on strategies with short-sales constraints because of their superior performance.
9
The sample period between 1998 and 2009 contains two major stock market crisis. The first crisis is the burst of the Dot-com bubble; the second one the global financial crisis.
Therefore, we divide the whole out-of-sample period into " crisis periods " and " non-crisis Table 3 provides the average realized volatilities and excess returns of all strategies for crisis and non-crisis periods.
[ Insert Table 3 about here ] Table 3 clearly shows that volatility is higher in the crisis periods than in the non-crisis periods, which indicates that our definition of crisis periods is sensible. When looking at crisis periods, we clearly see that the implied strategy is best in terms of realized volatility and the passive strategies are worst. The historical strategies are in-between, with the strategy using 60 previous trading days delivering a significantly lower (1% significance level) volatility than the one that uses the last 60 months. This ordering of the strategies suggests that it is crucial to adapt quickly to new information in times of crisis. Therefore, the implied estimator performs best.
The non-crisis periods provide a different picture of the performance of various strategies.
Implied and historical strategies lead to almost identical volatilities. Only the passive strategies have a somehow higher volatility than the other ones, but the disadvantage is much smaller than in the crisis periods. Thus, in quiet periods it makes no big difference how one estimates the covariance matrix.
The Contribution of Implied Variances and Implied Correlations
Using current market information to estimate the covariance matrix leads to a lower portfolio volatility. We now analyze the contribution of implied variances and implied correlations to this volatility reduction. In Table 4 we compare realized portfolio volatilities for the fully implied approach with two partially implied approaches. The first is based on implied variances and historical correlations, and the second approach combines historical variances with implied correlations. For the historical estimates, we use the returns of the previous 60 days and 60 months, respectively.
The upper part of Table 4 partly repeats results from Tables 2 and 3 for the implied strategy.
In addition, it includes p-values which refer to tests of significant differences between the numbers obtained from the fully implied approach and the partially implied approaches which are shown in the lower part of the table.
[ Insert Table 4 about here ]
Most importantly, Table 4 shows that the fully implied strategy delivers the lowest volatilities, most pronounced in crisis periods. The differences in volatility between the fully implied approach and the partially implied approaches are significant at the 1%-level.
The strategy that combines historical variances with implied correlations generally delivers the highest realized volatilities. They are in some cases even higher than the ones resulting from a fully historical approach. 10 This result shows that using implied moments can even be harmful if we combine them with historical ones.
If we use implied variances together with historical correlations, we see that some of the improvement of the implied strategies can be attributed to implied variances. However, for crisis periods, this partially implied approach still leads to worse results than the fully implied one. Only the joint use of implied variances and implied correlations allows implied information to exploit their full potential.
Robustness Checks
In this section, we run three robustness tests: First, we consider alternative implied covariance estimators based on higher moments. Second, we test whether our results still hold if we change the rebalancing frequency. Third, we check whether our main conclusions remain valid if we take transactions costs into account.
Alternative Implied Covariance Estimators
The implied covariance estimator of Section 2 was derived from a linear factor model and a cross-sectional restriction on the proportion of systematic variance. Within the same framework, we can derive alternative implied estimators based on higher moments. We just have to replace the assumption concerning the proportion of systematic variance with a corresponding assumption about how systematic risk affects higher moments. We will demonstrate the approach based on the third and fourth moments.
(i) Skewness-Based Estimator of Covariances:
11 We now assume that the proportion of systematic return skewness is equal for all assets. Tables 2 and 3. 11 When referring to skewness and kurtosis, we mean the third and fourth central moment without any re-scaling or normalization.
12 Note that the assumption by Chang, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vainberg (2011) that the proportion of systematic skewness equals 100% is a special case.
the return skewness of the ith asset is
and solving for β it leads to
Again, the proportion c
Skew t
can be identified from the condition that the market beta equals one. Solving for c
and substitution of the solution into equation (8) provides the beta coefficients and finally leads to the following covariances:
Equation (9) provides our first alternative implied estimator of covariances.
(ii) Kurtosis-Based Estimator of Covariances: Another way to estimate covariances is to use fourth moments. Assume that the proportion of systematic kurtosis is equal for all N assets and denote this proportion by c Kurt t
. Based on this assumption we can derive our second alternative implied estimator of covariances as
However, note that the skewness-and kurtosis-based estimators might not lead to a positive definite covariance matrix since the implied beta estimates together with the implied stock and index volatilities can induce a negative idiosyncratic variance. This is the main disadvantage of using higher moments as compared to the variance-based estimator of Section 2, which guarantees the positive definiteness of the resulting covariance matrix.
Using the model-free implied skewness and kurtosis from Bakshi, Kapadia, and Madan (2003),
we provide empirical evidence on the severity of this problem for our data set. The skewnessbased estimator leads to a negative or very small positive (less than 5% of total variance) idiosyncratic variance 259 times (out of 4260 times). 13 The problem is much less severe for the kurtosis-based estimator. In our sample, this estimator does not lead to a negative or very small idiosyncratic variance in a single case. This finding suggests that the variancebased and kurtosis-based estimators are more promising than the skewness-based estimator.
Martellini and Ziemann (2010) provide complementary evidence on this issue for historical moment estimates by showing that odd moments are much more difficult to estimate than even ones. Ultimately, however, the crucial question is how the GMVPs resulting from different estimators perform out of sample. Table 5 presents results for the portfolio strategies using implied covariance estimators based on the second (Imp Var), third (Imp Skew), and fourth moment (Imp Kurt), respectively.
[ Insert Table 5 about here ]
For all periods (full sample, periods of crisis, periods of no crisis), the variance-based and the kurtosis-based estimator show almost identical results. In contrast, the skewness-based estimator always leads to a higher realized volatility. The difference is statistically significant.
These results indicate that the implementation problems of the skewness-based estimator translate into a poor performance of the corresponding portfolio strategy.
Quarterly Rebalancing
As a second robustness check we repeat our analyses using quarterly rebalancing. We now extract implied moments from options with a remaining time to maturity of 91 days. Table 6 shows the results. They are based on 142 overlapping three-months periods. Again, we report annualized values of the average realized volatilities and excess returns. The p-values of the significance tests are based on the heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent estimator by Newey and West (1987) with two lags, which accounts for the autocorrelation caused by the overlapping intervals.
13 In these cases, we construct the implied covariance matrix by using an adjusted beta that ensures an idiosyncratic variance equal to 5% of total variance. This adjustment is likely to reduce the precision of the covariance estimates based on skewness. If we make the assumption of zero idiosyncratic skewness, as in Chang, Christoffersen, Jacobs, and Vainberg (2011), the situation becomes even worse. The implied idiosyncratic variance would be negative or very small in 1389 cases. Due to the great number of necessary adjustments, we do not consider this case any further.
[ Insert Table 6 about here ] Table 6 shows that our main results are not changed when using quarterly rebalancing. The implied strategies perform better than the benchmark strategies, particularly in times of crisis.
14 Thus, the performance of the implied approach is robust to a change from monthly to quarterly rebalancing.
Transactions Costs
As our third robustness check we repeat our analysis, but now take transactions costs into account. Since the implied approach adapts quickly to new information, implied strategies might cause a higher turnover and, thus, higher transactions costs than historical ones. This might deteriorate the performance of the implied strategies.
To get a first impression of the trade intensity of the strategies we calculate the average turnovers. We measure average turnover as the average fraction of the portfolio that has to be traded (purchased and sold) at a rebalancing date. This fraction is within the interval [0, 2] when short sales are not allowed. Table 7 shows the average turnover for different strategies and periods.
[ Insert Table 7 about here ]
As expected, the passive strategies and the historical strategy based on 60 months have the lowest turnover. The strategies using more recent information lead to higher turnovers, but the implied strategies do not cause a higher turnover than the historical strategy based on the previous 60 days.
We now quantify the effect of transactions costs on the expected returns and volatilities of different portfolio strategies. To do so, we need to specify the level of transactions costs.
Venkataraman (2001) reports average quoted and realized spreads for a group of 40 major US stocks that were traded on NYSE between July 1997 and March 1998, which includes the beginning of our sample period. The quoted spread equals 24 bp and the realized spread 16 bp. Jain (2003) provides spread information for the period from January to April 2000.
He reports an average quoted spread of 20 bp and a realized spread of 16 bp for the 25 NYSE stocks with the highest market capitalization. Roll, Schwartz, and Subrahmanyam (2007) construct a liquidity index and show that there was a further decrease in transactions costs after the reduction of the minimum tick-size from eights to cents in January 2001. Based on the evidence from the literature, we consider 20 bp a conservative estimate of the spread during our sample period and choose a halfspread of 10 bp as percentage transactions costs in our study.
As expected, the transactions costs mainly influence the average return. Given the transactions costs estimate of 10 bp we find that the volatilities of all trading strategies change by less than one basis point. None of the reported realized volatilities from previous tables would have to be changed after adjusting for transactions costs. Therefore, we report in Table 8 only the effect of transactions costs on average returns.
[ Insert Table 8 about here ]
Obviously, the mean returns are lower now, but the differences between the strategies remain insignificant. Thus, our main results remain valid even when considering transactions costs.
Conclusions
In this paper, we develop the first fully implied estimator of the covariance matrix. Our basic idea is to obtain estimates of the covariance matrix solely from current prices of plainvanilla options. These prices reflect market expectations about the return distributions of the underlying assets. Therefore, the approach is forward-looking and differs fundamentally from the backward-looking approach that uses time series of returns. We show that one can set up different versions of the new estimator. They differ with respect to the moment of the implied distribution they use to obtain the covariance matrix. We implement versions based on the second to fourth moment, but recommend use of the variance based one. This is the only one which guarantees that the resulting implied covariance matrix is positive definite.
We test the quality of this new estimator by analyzing the out-of-sample performance of a corresponding global minimum variance (GMVP) strategy. We compare its performance 15 with several benchmark strategies, namely GMVP strategies based on historical estimates, 1/N-strategy, and index investments. Using a sample of US blue chips we get the following main results: (i) Our implied approach consistently beats all the benchmark strategies.
(ii)
This superior result is very robust. It holds no matter whether short sales are allowed or not, it does not depend on the rebalancing frequency of the portfolios, and it does not change when reasonable transactions costs are taken into account. (iii) The superiority of the implied approach results from its superiority in crisis periods, i.e., adapting to current information is particularly useful when the speed of information flow is high. (iv) The superiority of the implied approach can only be reached when implied variances and implied covariances are used at the same time. A partially implied approach that combines implied moments with historical ones can lead to even worse results than the exclusive use of historical moments.
Although our paper is only a first step, it suggests that we can do better than the simple 1/N-strategy by using forward-looking instead of historical information. The natural next step would be to combine the fully implied covariance matrix suggested in this paper with option-implied information about expected returns. This would allow us to go beyond the GMVP and possibly reach an even better out-of-sample performance. We believe that this is a promising avenue for further research since several recent papers like Ang, Bali, and Cakici (2010), Bali and Hovakimian (2009 ), Conrad, Dittmar, and Ghysels (2009 ), Cremers and Weinbaum (2010 , DeMiguel, Plyakha, Uppal, and Vilkov (2010), Rehman and Xing, Zhang, and Zhao (2010) have shown that option-implied information has predictive power for expected returns.
16 The out-of-sample period starts in January 1998 and ends in October 2009, i.e., the number of observations is 142. Columns 2 and 3 refer to the case when short sales are allowed, Columns 4 and 5 to the case with short-sales constraints. The numbers in brackets are p-values for tests of significant differences between the implied strategy (Implied) and the benchmark strategies: GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 days (Hist 60D), GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 months (Hist 60M), and passive investments using a price weighting (Pass DJ), capital weighting (Pass CW), and equal weighting (Pass 1/N), respectively. The numbers in brackets are p-values for tests of significant differences between the implied strategy (Implied) and the benchmark strategies: GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 days (Hist 60D), GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 months (Hist 60M), and passive investments using a price weighting (Pass DJ), capital weighting (Pass CW), and equal weighting (Pass 1/N), respectively. The numbers in brackets are p-values for tests of significant differences between the respective implied strategy (Imp Var, Imp Skew, or Imp Kurt) and the benchmark strategies: GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 days (Hist 60D), GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 months (Hist 60M), and passive investments using a price weighting (Pass DJ), capital weighting (Pass CW), and equal weighting (Pass 1/N), respectively. Quarterly returns are calculated for every month of the out-of-sample period leading to overlapping returns. Therefore, p-values are based on the heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent estimator by Newey and West (1987) with two lags. The numbers in brackets are p-values for tests of significant differences between the respective implied strategy (Imp Var, Imp Skew, or Imp Kurt) and the benchmark strategies: GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 days (Hist 60D), GMVP using historical estimates over the last 60 months (Hist 60M), and passive investments using a price weighting (Pass DJ), capital weighting (Pass CW), and equal weighting (Pass 1/N), respectively. Quarterly returns are calculated for every month of the out-ofsample period leading to overlapping returns. Therefore, the p-values for quarterly returns are based on the heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation consistent estimator by Newey and West (1987) with two lags.
